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3.1 About project D03

3.1.1 Title: Conceptual representation in social cognition: Frame-theoretical representation of “social partner”
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Do the above mentioned persons hold fixed-term positions? no

3.1.4 Legal issues

This project includes

1. research on human subjects or human material. no
2. Clinical trials no
3. experiments involving vertebrates. yes
4. experiments involving recombinant DNA. no
5. research involving human embryonic stem cells. no
6. research concerning the Convention on Biological Diversity. no

3.2 Summary

As the scientific study of conceptual representations often focuses on tangible concepts, remarkably little is known about the cognitive representation of abstract concepts, even from the perspective of traditional cognitive theories. However, abstract concepts appear to play a central role throughout human cognition, especially in social cognition and social interaction (Barsalou 2008). We constantly classify people, based on our experience with them, their biographic information and other sources, into socially relevant categories, such as whether they are friendly, whether favors will be reciprocated etc. Once a perceived individual has been assigned to a social category, rich inferences (attributions) result about the causes of the person’s behavior and their likely actions. In our project, we aim to apply Frame Theory to social cognition, especially prosocial behavior. The key notion is that an agent may perceive someone else either as a social partner, as a competitor, or as a non-social object. In this project, we plan to investigate the conditions and consequences of a “partner” frame representation on the attitude towards the partner, in particular with respect to choice behavior during social interaction. Because animal models allow for better standardization and thus more rigorous testing than human studies, we will use rats (rattus norvegicus) as model organisms. With the help of a rat model of prosocial choice, we plan to characterize the nature of the conceptual representation ‘partner’ during social interaction. We will contrast the predictions of Barsalou’s frame theory (Barsalou 1992) with the predictions from other accounts, mainly flat feature list representations (Rosch & Mervis 1975). To this end, we will systematically eliminate (experiments 1-3) or manipulate (experiment 4) the attributes vocalization, odor and appearance that are believed to play a central role in recognizing another object as an animate social partner.
3.3 Research rationale

3.3.1 Current state of understanding and preliminary work

Conceptual representation of “others”

Imagine you are walking home, and, turning around the corner of your street, you bump into George Clooney. He beams and looks straight into your eyes. Shaken, you grab his hands to greet him, but he does not respond. Only then do you realize that it is not a real person, but a waxwork figure of stunning similarity with George Clooney manufactured by your neighbour, who is an artist specializing on wax figures. Even the fake skin of this hand feels real. You step back and inspect the figure with curiosity. Interestingly, you now show a drastically different behavior towards the figure: as long as you still thought the figure was a real person, you were surprised, you wanted to engage in the convention of social approach (greeting, hand shaking), you had non-verbal communication (smiling) etc. Once you realized that this figure was only made of wax, your behavior changed completely: you stop adhering to social convention, but instead step back and show alternative behavior that would be considered socially inappropriate if George Clooney had been real (visual inspection, intense staring). What changed? Clearly, the figure’s looks are strikingly similar to the real George Clooney, even the texture of the wax skin of its hands is comparable to real skin. So, it is not the physical features that determine your behavior, but the concept you have of a social being versus artificial/inanimate object. Thus, this cartoon illustrates that our behavior strongly depends on the conceptual representation of our social world.

This insight is certainly not new. It is intuitively evident that the ability to form conceptual representations of our social world is of prime importance for social cognition (Fiske & Taylor 1984; Kunda 1999). However, our understanding of social cognition and their evolution is still incomplete. One likely reason is that we lack a proper conceptual framework to comprehend the cognitive, emotional and motivational processes associated with social behavior. For instance, it is unclear how the recognition of the social identity of an interaction partner – one of the main drivers of prosocial behavior – is cognitively and neurally represented, and what features discriminate a social element as social from a non-social item with no social relevance.

Simply speaking, as our introductory cartoon has sketched, individuals behave differently when interacting with a living, social interaction partner as opposed to a similar-looking, but inanimate object. However, it is unknown how individuals disambiguate between social and non-social contexts, and how they form a representation of the concept “social partner”.

Frame theory (Barsalou 1992) may provide the conceptual tools necessary to formalize the representation of the abstract social concept “social partner”. According to Barsalou (Barsalou 1992), frames constitute the universal representation system of cognition. The frame approach holds that concepts can be represented in attribute value structures. Each attribute can be connected to a cluster of more specific attributes, and certain attributes can also constrain the range of other attributes putting the concepts into dynamical connection and relation. One implication is that the activation of a perceptual property of a concept in frame format may automatically lead to the representation of a whole conceptual system, which allows a structured description of knowledge (Barsalou 2005; see also project A04). As all attributes can be subject to constraints, they may not be considered equally important. Edwards and colleagues, for example, propose that attributes are differentially weighted and that the importance of each attribute is relative to all others (Edwards et al. 1982). Barsalou’s theory is supposed to be an alternative to flat feature list representations, but also to other theories prominent in the research literature such as prototype theory and exemplar theory (but see project D01). The classic feature list model for cognitive science was developed by Alba & Hasher (1983), Glas & Holyoak (1975) and Hampton (1979). They proposed that each category representation is a list of features, that is, a list of independent representational components forming a single level of analysis, whose sum represents the category. Feature lists treat attributes and values as the same kind and do not specify relations between features.

The feature- or attribute-list framework has been hypothesized to be species-general and could be applied to human and non-human cognition alike. Importantly, Barsalou also proposed his account of frame structures as a theory of concepts in humans as well as in non-human animals (Barsalou 2005).

In this proposal, we aim to formalize the conceptual representation in an animal model using frame theory as a tool of formalization. Because attribute (feature) list models as well as frame theory have been proposed to be valid cross-species, and because animal models of social behavior have a number of crucial advantages over human models (see below), we ask how rats represent their social world. Clearly, a rat’s social environment is complex. But we know from studies in our lab (see below) that certain features of a rat’s partner are particularly important for social behavior. These features include vocalization, appearance and odor. If we conceive of these features as attributes of a general category, e.g. social partner, which is influenced by and influences social behavior, we are able to systematically link these attributes to each
other and may find certain interactions between them, which would remain obscure if we consider each dimension as being represented independently from each other.

Figure 1 visualizes how frame theory and the feature list approach formalize the putative cognitive representation of the identification of something as a social animal partner. Figure 1A) pictures the frame hypothesis for the representation of another rat as social partner. Here, vocalization, appearance and odor are attributes of the category “partner”, each with different values like high/low vocalization rate, similar/different appearance and natural/artificial odor. The specific behavior of the rat towards its partner is mediated by the rat’s representation of the other rat as either a social partner, or as an inanimate object. This means that one of the attributes does not change the social behavior directly, but only indirectly by changing the representation of the other rat as either partner or inanimate object. Furthermore, taking possible constraints between values of different attributes into account, specific interactions between the three attributes may result, e.g. it is possible that appearance plays only a modifying role if the odor has a certain value. By contrast, feature lists (figure 1B) are not able to explain such interactions between factors that go beyond an additive effect. The feature list approach describes a rat’s representation of another rat in the form of a flat feature list, where each dimension has a direct and mutually independent impact on social behavior.

**Communication and its effect on prosocial behavior**

One crucial factor during social interaction is communication. Communication means the exchange of information through behaviors like gesture, appearance, gaze and “vocalization” (in rats, vocalization is expressed as high-frequent ultrasonic vocalization calls). Communication has a strong influence on human choices as it gives us the possibility to identify intentions and provides us with information about others’ identity. In non-human primates it was shown that social vocalization elicits activity in neural networks representing associated social situations instead of concrete features of the calls (Gil-da Costa et al. 2004). Processing social and emotional content, just like any mental content, involves mental representations (Niedenthal et al. 2005): it is assumed that others are perceptually represented (Wyer & Carlston 1994) through four primary mental systems: i) visual, ii) verbal, semantic, iii) affective and iv) action. Each of these systems captures the relevant attributes, interacts with other modality-specific systems, i.e., distributes them across systems, and thus forms the basis of representing conceptual knowledge of social situations.

**Studying social cognition concepts in animals**

Referring to the work of Sutherland and Mackintosh (Mackintosh 1965; Sutherland & Mackintosh 1971), Barsalou already proposed in 1992 (Barsalou 1992) that animals use attribute-value sets in discrimination learning, supporting the idea that frame theory could be applied to understand conceptual representation in animals, too. For example, in a rat version of the set shifting task (Birrell & Brown 2000), the animals had to choose between two different bowls where one contained a food reward. The bowls differed in three attribute values: odors, mediums that filled the bowl, and surface textures. One of these attributes cued which of the two bowls contained the reward. Once rats learned to identify the reward-predicting cues, the cue-reward contingencies were shifted. Results showed that learning a novel discrimination was faster
when it was based on the previously relevant perceptual dimension (e.g. odor-odor cue reversals: oregano to cinnamon; intra-dimensional shift) than when attention had to be shifted to the previously irrelevant dimension (e.g., odor-filling reversals: oregano to sand; extra dimensional shift). The shift-costs, i.e., the post-reversal reacquisition rate, should be identical after intra- and extra-dimensional shifts if the cue was represented as a feature list. However, this was not the case: the animals were slower to reach pre-shift performance after an extra- compared to an intradimensional shift. This observation cannot be explained by the hypothesis of isolated feature list representations. A better way to understand these phenomena is that the stimulus is represented by each of its attributes and attribute-values, e.g. “odor” with the values oregano or cinnamon. A shift between the values of the same attribute should be easier than a shift between different attributes.

We propose that frame theory can be extended to understand animal social behavior. Over the last decades, evidence accrued that not only humans, but also many non-human animal species show prosocial behavior towards conspecifics, i.e., they revealed preference for actions that increased the well-being of other animals (Rutte & Taborsky 2007; Lakshminarayanan & Santos 2008; Bartal et al. 2011). Our main claim that frame theory can be extended to animal social behavior is supported by recent evidence from Gil-da Costa et al. (2004) who suggested that a similar (anatomical) architecture for representing category knowledge exists across species and can be extended to the social domain (Barsalou 2005; Gil-da Costa et al. 2004). In their study, specific calls of nonhuman primates conveyed information about the signaler and its socioecological context (Gil-da Costa et al. 2004). This study focused on two different call types. The first was named coos and was associated with positive social context, such as friendly approach behavior and call to conspecifics out of sight. The second type was termed screams, which are usually emitted after threat or attack by a conspecific. By using Positron-Emission Tomography, it was found that these conspecific vocalizations elicited activity in neural networks which strongly correspond to the network shown to support the representation of conspecifics and affective information in humans.

Thus, we propose that animals use similar attribute-value structures to conceptually organize their social and non-social world. Frame theory could provide the key solution to describe and understand how organisms represent, and distinguish between animate and inanimate partners during prosocial choice. Social interaction is multi-faceted and notoriously sensitive to cultural, experiential, cognitive, expectational and gender-specific influences. It is therefore imperative to control for all possible confounding factors when studying social interaction. Although there is a rich literature on social cognition in the human domain (Fehr & Gächter 2002; Fehr & Fischbacher 2003), the best way to control confounding variations in cultural backgrounds, prior expectations and the tendency to show socially desirable behavior is to study social behavior in non-human animals. Moreover, we have recently argued in favor of complementing traditional human research with careful comparisons across species because such comparative approaches offer possible answers to the question why humans make social and economic decisions as they do (Kalenscher & van Wingerden 2011). Here, we plan to use rats as model organisms. Rats are highly social animals (Blanchard et al. 1988; Blanchard & Blanchard 1990) and have been shown to exhibit prosocial behavior in various contexts and ways (Rutte & Taborsky 2007, 2008; Bartal et al. 2011). We have recently developed a prosocial choice task (see next section for details) in which rats made decisions either yielding a benefit for themselves and another rat, or only for themselves alone. (Hernandez-Lallement et al. submitted).

**Preliminary work**

Prosocial choice behavior can be descriptively defined as the preference for outcomes that produce a benefit for another conspecific. We demonstrated in a controlled environment that rats show behavior that meets this definition of prosociality. Importantly, the rats had a higher tendency to produce benefits for a living social partner than for an inanimate puppet partner, although the reward contingencies and other task-related aspects were kept constant (see figure 2 and below for more details on the task). Thus, actor rats distinguished between live and inanimate interaction partners – one of the principle prerequisites of social cognition.

**3.3.2 Project-related publications**


Figure 2: Prosocial choice task procedure and results. A) Procedure. The apparatus consisted of two T-maze facing each other. Each T-maze consisted of a starting box connected to two decision chambers. The T-mazes were separated by a transparent and perforated wall allowing olfactory, auditory and visual exchange. Two rats (actor and partner rats) interacted. In both reward trials, the actor entered one compartment (here: compartment b), which resulted in food delivery to the partner rat directed to the compartment facing the actor (social condition, left upper panel) or an inanimate toy rat (toy condition, lower left panel). Own-reward trials resulted in reward delivery only for the actor, but not the partner (upper right panel), or toy rat (lower right panel). B) Results. Rats in a social condition (with a rat as partner) chose the both reward alternative (self & other reward) significantly more often than in a toy condition (with a puppet as partner). p<0.001


3.4 Research Plan

3.4.1 Research questions, aims and hypothesis

General approach
Our goal is to characterize the nature of the conceptual representation social partner during social interaction. To this end, we will contrast the predictions of Barsalou’s frame theory (Barsalou 1992) with the predictions from other accounts, mainly feature list representations (Rosch & Mervis 1975). To test our predictions, we will systematically eliminate (experiments 1-3) or manipulate (experiment 4) the attributes vocalization, odor, and appearance that are believed to play a central role in recognizing another object as an animate, social partner.

Aims and hypothesis
We propose the fundamental hypothesis that a similar architecture for representing category knowledge of social situations exists across species, and that the cognitive and neural mechanisms underlying prosocial behavior are shared among them. Specifically, we hypothesize that the abstract concept “social partner”
can be formalized in the frame-theoretical format depicted in figure 1. We propose that vocalization, appearance and odor are attributes of the category “social partner”, each of which can take up different values, such as high/low vocalization rate, similar/different appearance and natural/artificial odor. We do not claim that these are the only attributes necessary to represent something as “social”, as other attributes, e.g., locomotion, “rearing behavior” or others, may be as relevant, or even more important. But we do claim that these three attributes are part of the attribute/value composition that forms the concept “social partner”. The specific behavior of an actor rat towards its partner is mediated by the actor rat’s representation of the other rat as either socially relevant, i.e. a real rat, or irrelevant, i.e., an inanimate object. This means that manipulating one of the attributes does not necessarily change the rats’ social behavior directly, but only indirectly through changing the representation of the other object as socially relevant or inanimate. We will determine specific interactions between the three attributes, e.g. if the appearance value has an effect on social concept representations only if the odor attribute has a certain value, too.

In light of the evidence discussed above, we hypothesize the following:

• We predict monotonic changes (increase, decrease) in prosocial behavior in response to the modifications of the values of the attributes vocalization, appearance and odor.

• We plan to eliminate / mask different attributes / attribute values of the real partner rat (exps. 1-3). We expect that the rats’ behavior will covary with the attributes as predicted by the frame account depicted in figure 1.

• We also plan to manipulate/add attributes to an inanimate object (toy rat; exp. 4). We expect that adding attributes to the toy rat promotes prosocial behavior. We further predict interactions between the attributes, again supporting our frame account.

• Because not all attributes are likely to be considered equally important, we predict a different weighting of the attribute values on prosocial behavior with non-monotonic changes of the attribute values, interactions and constraints between the different attributes (i.e. probabilistic constraints).

In reference to the evidence outlined above, we justify our hypothesis as follows:

• 50 kHz vocalizations seem to serve as social contact calls to (re)establish and maintain contact between conspecifics (Wöhr & Schwarting 2009; Wöhre et al. 2007) and correlates with the intensity of social interaction in a mutualistic cooperation task (Łopuch & Popik 2011).

• Conspecific vocalization in non-human primates elicited activity in neural networks which strongly corresponds to the network shown to support the representation of conspecifics and effective information in humans (Gil-da Costa et al. 2004). This suggests that a common architecture underlies the conceptual systems of different species (Barsalou 2005).

• The feature lists approach (1B) is not able to explain interactions between factors that go beyond an additive effect.

The prosocial choice task
Figure 2 sketches the main logic of the task. We will train two rats in a double T-maze consisting of a starting box connected to two decision chambers by two independently operated doors, each leading to a choice compartment (figure 3). Rats indicate their decision by entering one of the two compartments. One animal, dubbed the actor rat, will be paired with either a social stimulus (another partner rat) or a non-social, inanimate stimulus (puppet toy rat). The actor always moves first and can enter either compartment. The partner never has a choice, i.e., the experimenter always directs the partner to the compartment facing the actor. After entering either compartment, actors always receive an identical amount of reward (three sucrose pellets), delivered after always the same delay, thus controlling for magnitude and delay discounting effects. Entering one compartment (“both reward - BR” compartment) results in a reward delivery of the same magnitude and delay in both the actors’ and partner’s compartments, whereas choosing the alternative option (the “own reward – OR” compartment) results in reward delivery to the actor rat compartment only. Importantly, in this design, the actor’s selfish motives to choose one compartment or the other are identical for both alternatives since they yield the same reward delivered with the same delay. Furthermore, since the partner cannot return the favor after generous choices, or retaliate after selfish choices, the actor’s choices are not influenced by any action of the recipient, eliminating reciprocal (tit-for-tat) and other strategic motivations. Consistent with the definition of prosociality mentioned in the introduction, for choices made in the partner condition, we refer to BR and OR choices as “prosocial”, and “selfish” respectively. In the toy condition, the partner is an inanimate toy rat of similar size and shape. The toy condition serves as a
control for pellet delivery smell and sound and potential secondary reinforcement effects of the food delivery. Importantly, the choice-reward payoff structure is identical across partner and toy conditions, i.e., rewards are delivered to the toy rat compartment with the same magnitude and delay as in the partner condition. Thus, any difference in choice allocation between the partner and the toy conditions can be attributed to the influence of social context on the actor’s decisions. To control for potential side biases, left and right compartments are pseudo-randomly assigned as BR or OR across rats and sessions; thus, BR and OR sides differ across rats and testing days. Moreover, all experiments are carried out in red light in a closed black curtain system, to minimize the influence of contextual cues on decision making. To control for social exploration motives, systematic approach/avoidance behavior as well as possible effects of closeness while eating, the partner is always directed into the compartment directly facing the compartment chosen by the actor, thus keeping the average distance between animals equal after every choice.

Figure 3: **Double T-Maze Apparatus.** Each T-maze consisted of a starting box connected to two decision chambers by two independently operated doors, each leading to a choice compartment. Rats indicated their decision by entering one of the two compartments via the respective decision box. In each session, compartments were pseudo-randomly assigned as either both-reward (BR) or own-reward (OR) compartment. Perforated and transparent walls were placed between compartments and between T Mazes to allow olfactory, auditory and visual communication between rats. A semi-automatic reward delivery system was placed at the intersection of each perforated wall, i.e., at the center of the maze (not shown on figure). Rewards were delivered to the rats’ compartments.

Each session consists of 25 trials. A session begins with ten forced-choice trials (actors are forced to enter on or the other compartment in a pseudo-randomized order) in order to allow sampling of the compartment/outcome contingencies. The forced-choice trials are followed by fifteen free choice trials in which the actors can freely choose which compartment to enter. Each rat is tested in ten consecutive sessions in the partner-condition, and ten additional sessions in the toy condition. To control for potential order effects, half of the actors start training in the partner condition, followed by the toy condition, with the reverse order for the other half of rats. Actor and partner rats are never housed together. Actors are always paired with the same partner in the partner condition.

We plan to make a small modification to the original task described above: in order to control the putative motive to eat close to each other (Barnett & Spencer 1951), rewards will be delivered at the lateral sides of the respective compartments. Thus, rats consume their rewards with considerable spatial distance between them, eliminating social feeding motives.

Our currently used setup is manually operated, which only allows for measurement of one target rat at a time. In addition, the manual operation of the apparatus does not allow for precise timing of behavioral events, which is a problem for electrophysiological measurements (envisioned for the third phase of the CRC). An automated setup would allow for more precise timing. In addition, automated setups have the distinct methodological advantage of avoiding human contact during testing, and therefore eliminating putative experimenter and other effects that have to be painstakingly controlled in the manual version of the
task. Moreover, it would markedly reduce the manpower needed and therefore ultimately help saving on personnel costs. We therefore apply for funding to purchase two custom-made automated double T-maze setups.

**Experiment 1:** One possible attribute that rats use to represent something as a social partner is vocalization. We plan to test the impact of the vocalization attribute on perceiving someone else as a social partner. Partner rats will be classified according to their vocalization rate. Rats vocalize, among others, in the 50 kHz range. These vocalizations often occur in appetitive contexts and are believed to express positive emotional and/or motivational states of the rat (Wöhr et al. 2008, 2007). We therefore plan to categorize our rats into high- or low-vocalizers according to the rate of 50 kHz calls they emit. We will test if the vocalization rate predicts prosocial choices. The partner frame hypothesis predicts a monotonic increase in prosocial behavior with increasing vocalization rate.

**Experiment 2:** The partner rat’s appearance may be another socially relevant attribute. In this experiment we plan to test its impact on prosocial choice. We have shown that actor rats discriminate between real and toy rat partners. If appearance plays a role in perceiving a conspecific as a real social partner, prosocial behavior should be modulated by changing the appearance of the partner rat. Therefore we want to use different rat strains as partner rats (Wistar vs. Long-Evans rats), and probe whether the actors’ prosocial tendencies vary depending on the strain of the partner. The strains differ with respect to appearance (color of fur, color of eyes, posture, behavior). Simultaneously, we will record the ultrasonic vocalization rate of the animals to see if it covaries with appearance. An interaction of the attributes (e.g., vocalization has a stronger effect on prosocial choice if the partner rat’s appearance is similar to the actor rat) would support the frame theoretical account.

**Experiment 3:** Another relevant attribute may be the partner rat’s odor. We plan to test the impact of the odor attribute on perceiving someone else as a social partner. We will test if highly prosocial animals decrease their prosocial tendency if the odor cues of the partner rats are manipulated. Therefore we mask the natural odor of the partner rat with artificial odor (flower shop), sprayed in the partner compartments. Simultaneously, we will record the ultrasonic vocalization rates of the partners and actors to test if they covary with odor manipulation. Again, attribute interactions would support the frame theory account.

**Experiment 4:** In experiments 1-3, we intend to eliminate single attribute values, and probe the effects of attribute-value presence vs. absence on prosocial choice. In experiment 4, instead of eliminating attribute values, we plan to add different attributes to the inanimate toy object. The goal is to test which attribute, or which combination of attributes and attribute values, are needed to turn a puppet into a recognized social partner. As in experiments 1-3, we focus on the attributes vocalization (experiment 4a), odor (experiment 4b) and appearance (experiment 4c). In Experiment 4a) we will add a recorded playback of 50 kHz vocalization to an inanimate object and test whether the actors’ prosocial tendencies increase. In Experiment 4b) we will add rat urine odor to an inanimate toy and probe whether the actors’ prosocial tendencies increase. In Experiment 4c) we will use a true-to-life taxidermy of a Long Evans rat, and/or combinations of the attributes vocalization, odor and appearance. Again, attribute interactions would support the frame theoretical account.

### 3.4.2 Work packages (48 months)

**Work package (WP) 1: months 1-7** We allow for an initial preparation and setup period of about seven months. We will set up the T-maze system, the vocalization system and staff will be trained on the software and general animal work. Furthermore, we will develop and test the general procedure and task variables.

- PI: preparation and administration of the grant and research; post-doc: conducting the research, setting up the systems, training the SHKs; 2 SHKs: setting up the system and procedures

**WP2: months 8-13** Following the preparation and setup period, we will conduct experiment one, as described above. We expect the data collection and analysis to take six months. This includes the measurement and analysis of ultra-sound vocalizations. The remaining time will be used for statistical analyses, writing and publishing results.

- PI: administration, supervising data analysis, preparing publications; postdoc: animal training, statistical analysis, preparing publications; 2+2 SHKs: animal husbandry and training, training of additional 2 SHKs for WP3

**WP3: months 14-19** We will conduct experiment two with a new batch of rats and two different rat strains. During six months, we will test if appearance plays a role in perceiving the counterpart as a social partner as described above. The time estimation includes the measurement and analysis of ultra-sound vocalizations. This time frame provides sufficient flexibility to account for unforeseen delays and unexpected interruptions.
The remaining time will be used for statistical analyses, writing and publishing results. Staff/work allocation as in WP2.

**WP 4a: months 20-26** Experiment 4a will take approx. seven months, including habituation times and animal training. In addition this time frame provides sufficient flexibility to develop the ultrasonic playback system to add a recorded playback of 50 kHz vocalization to an inanimate object and probe whether the actors’ prosocial tendencies increase. The remaining time will be used for additional statistical analyses, writing and publishing results. Staff/work allocation as in WP2.

**WP 4b: months 27-33** Following experiment 4a, we will conduct experiment 4b in which we will add odours (i.e. rat urine) to an inanimate object and probe whether the actors’ prosocial tendencies increase. Duration: seven months. Staff/work allocation as in WP2.

**WP 4c: months 34-40** We will conduct experiment 4c in which we probe the attribute appearance by using a true-to-life taxidermy of a Long Evans rat as a partner object. Duration: seven months. Staff/work allocation as in WP2.

**WP 5: months 41-48**

In the last work package we plan to test several combinations of attributes values vocalization, odor and appearance. In addition, this time frame provides sufficient flexibility to analyse data and account for unforeseen delays and unexpected interruptions. Duration: eight months.

### 3.5 Role within the Collaborative Research Centre

This project is admittedly the odd-ball in the CRC because of the usage of animal models. However, we consider this fact a particular strength rather than a weakness, and believe that our project can make significant contributions to the success of the CRC. Despite the non-linguistic and abstract social concept approach, our study provides the empirical and experimental basis to adjust the theoretical formalization of frames studied in other projects. We will closely interact with project A01 (Petersen) to embed our empirical findings in the theoretical frame context. More specifically, in interaction with project A01, we plan to lay the experimental basis to formalizing constraints of an attribute/value structure of social cognition. We consider our interaction with project A01 important since our project is unique in the collaborative research center in actually testing the interactions and constraints between concepts in an abstract frame.

Furthermore, we will also collaborate with project B06-C (Zielasek, Vosgerau). In the next funding period, project B06-C will put stronger emphasis on the social component in psychiatric classification. Although our planned experiments do not have direct implications for neuropsychiatric classification, we will collaborate with B06-C to address the principal question if, and to what extent, frame theory can be applied to formalize social problems. The insights gained from our projects will inspire efforts to use frame theory for the neuropsychiatric classification of social disorders, or social aspects thereof, such as social deficits in schizophrenia, sociopathy, or autism-spectrum disorders.

Our project entails analysis of our rats’ ultrasonic vocalization (USV) behavior. We plan to go beyond standard USV analyses of simple decomposition into frequency components, and aim to look at vocalization behavior from a novel angle. To this end, we will interact with project D05-N (van de Vijver). Ruben van de Vijver is a phonologist with expertise in the analysis of prosodic means of phonological expressions. We plan to apply analytical tools that have been developed to examine phonological phenomena in humans, such as motherese, to characterize the USV emission patterns of our rats.
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